D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, SECTOR – 14, GURUGRAM
INTER HOUSE GK QUIZ
CLASSES IX & X

An Inter House GK Quiz for classes IX & X was organised on 14 May 2018. The participants were well prepared for the quiz and participated enthusiastically.

The Quiz Masters stole the show with their exceptional quizzing skills. The Quiz was divided into seven interesting rounds. The Cryptic Round was the icing on the cake.

WINNING TEAM: NEETI HOUSE

1. ARYAN ERRY IX – A
2. LAKSHAY SHARMA IX – A
3. SAUMYA RUSTAGI X – A

RUNNER’S UP TEAM: SHAKTI HOUSE

1. YADVENDRA SINGH X – A
2. AABHAS BINDLISH X – G
3. MANAN YADAV X - C